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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
SERIES 2: 4 - ORGAN DONATION
OU ISRAEL CENTER - FALL 2021

A] THE HISTORIC AND ONGOING CHALLENGE IN ISRAEL
• Around 40% of people in Western countries carry donor cards. In the US, in 2019 it was 54%. However, in 2006 only around 4% of
Israelis carried cards! A new law on organ donation was introduced in Israel in 20081 and the number of registered organ donors has
now risen to around 14% - still far short of the international average for similar countries2. Why is there such a disparity?
• Israel has a chronic shortage of donated organs and was historically expelled from the European Union Organ Donor Network for
failing to donate organs, making the problem worse.
• The 2008 law defined brain-respiratory death as the relevant determiner of death for organ donations and provided for various
benefits to living organ donors. The law also criminalized organ trafficking.

B] OPT IN OR OPT OUT?
• A number of countries now have ‘Opt Out’ systems whereby a person is assumed to agree to donate their organs unless they explicitly
state that they do not wish to. This dramatically increases the availability of organs for donation.3
• More countries are now adopting an opt-out policy4. The UK adopted such a law in 20195. The US and Israel still have opt-in
systems.
• Countries have different legislation concerning the rights of family to permit or prevent organ donation after the death of their
relative.

C] ETHICAL ISSUES
• When is the moment of death - is this a medical/legal/religious decision?
• Who should decide when death has occurred - doctors, rabbis/priests?
• Who should chose whether to donate organs - the donor (donor cards)? the family? doctors?
• Should the law default to permit donation unless the donor specifies otherwise or vice versa?
• Should donors be able to determine who receive organs - do we prioritize or deprioritize certain groups?
• Should organs be sold?
• Moral utilitarianism as a determinant of legal definition?
• Animal organ donation?

D] HALACHIC ISSUES
• The imperative to save life, wherever halachically permitted.
• Time of death in Jewish law; harvesting organs before halachic death is murder! But when is halachic death?
• Disrespectful treatment of a human corpse.
• The obligation to bury the dead.
• Is there a mitzva to give organs after death?
• Is there a mitzva to give organs while alive (eg a kidney).

1. The Organ Transplant Act and the Cerebro-Respiratory Death Act - https://www.hods.org/pdf/law51%20Braindead.pdf
2. See Ten years of Israel’s organ transplant law: is it on the right track? - https://ijhpr.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13584-018-0232-1
3. For example, Germany, which uses an opt-in system, has an organ donation consent rate of 12% among its population, while Austria, a country with a very similar culture and
economic development but which uses an opt-out system, has a consent rate of 99.98%!
4. The following countries have an opt-out system: UK (2019), Argentina (2005), Chile (2010), Colombia (2017), Spain (1979), Austria, Belgium.
5. The Organ Donation (Deemed Consent) Act. Those wishing to opt out can do so on line at https://www.organdonation.nhs.uk/register-your-decision/do-not-donate/
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Other points to consider:• Does Jewish law require a person to be buried whole?
• Could organ donation have any impact on the Jewish concept of resurrection?
• Does carrying a donor card invoke some kind of ‘evil eye’ or is that simply superstition?
• Would a Jew be allowed to accept a donor organ from an animal?
• There are 4 different situations for organ donation and the halachic issues will differ in each:
(i) Donation of organs by a live donor6.
(ii) Removal of organs from a person clinically diagnosed as being ‘brain dead’, but whose heart is still beating.
(iii) Removal of organs from a person whose heart has stopped beating.
(iv) Removal of organs from a cadaver after certain death.

E] THE MITZVA TO SAVE LIFE
miiwnd lke .`ln mler cai` eli`k aezkd eilr dlrn [l`xyin] zg` ytp ca`nd lky jcnll - icigi mc` `xap jkitl
.`ln mler miiw eli`k aezkd eilr dlrn l`xyin zg` ytp

1.

.fl oixcdpq

Chazal state that saving one Jewish7 life is equivalent to saving the entire world.

mi`a mihql e` dige ,xdpa raeh oebk .elivdl leki dz`e ezzina ze`xl - i"yx) .'d« ip¦ £̀ L®¤
r¥x m´©
CÎl©r cŸn r£z© `¬Ÿl LiO¤½ r© A§ Ælik¦ x¨ K³¥lzÎ`Ÿl
¥
(rxtdl on`pe ,xky mlyl on`p - 'd ip` .eilr

2.

fh:hi `xwie

There is a Torah prohibition not to stand by when one could help to save a life.
• As we will see below, these imperatives could work in both directions - encouraging, and indeed obligating, us to do what is possible
to save the live through organ donation, at the same time as ensuring that life is never compromised in obtaining those organs.

zlvdl dpkq wtqa qpkil mc`l aiigl oi` ,oie`ld lk oica `ed 'jrx mc lr cenrz `l'c e`lc izazky mrhd itle
.dpkq wtql envr qipkdl xeq` mby `l` jixv epi`y wx `l i`ce oie`ld lk zxiarn lvpdl `dc .dpkq i`cen exag
lkne zay lelgn lvpdl dpkq wtql envr qipkdl xeq`y y"ke dpkq wtqn ze`txl s` zay oillgn `d daxc`c
`l'c e`l welg didiy xazqn la` .exag ytp livdl liaya mb dpkq wtql envr qipkdl eaiigl oi` k"`e .oie`ld
qipkdl xzen didi e`l xeqi`a wx `ed k"by s` exag ytp livdl la` . ....xeqi` oiprl oie`l x`yn 'jrx mc lr cenrz
dpkq wtql envr qipkdl aiiegn mc`d oi`y s`c izazky s`e
..... l`xyin ytp lvei t"krc xg`n wtqa envr
..... .l`xyin ytp t"kr levipc xg`n ,xeq`y oie`l x`yl df oiprl c"lc ,i`yx n"n exag ytp zlvd liaya
`ki` i`ce devn la` .... aeig `kily zn`d `picl .... oeifa `edy cvn ynn znn xa` gwil mb aiigl oi`y d"xzk k"yne
livie `aeh xrhvi `ly devn okle f"r `kil aeigy xazqn epenn lk lrn xzei ezn lr `aeh xrhvdl mc`d rahy s`y
`linne ,f"acxa `zi`ck l`xyi ytp livdl ick envr ly xa` jezgl s` `ki` zeciqg zcn `d mbe .ezn ly xa`a ytp
xrhvn mc` lkc gxken xrv `edy xg`n devn didiy xnel oi` ign jezglc .devn mb `ed zndn xa` jezgl gipdl
..... .xrhvi `ly xnel jiiy `le dfa

3.

crw oniq a wlg drc dxei dyn zexb` z"ey

R. Moshe Feinstein rules that, while is it not usually permitted to put oneself into potentially life-threatening danger in
order to observe a mitzva (even Torah prohibition), this is NOT true of the mitzva of lo ta’amod al dam re’echa. For this
mitzva one IS permitted, although not obligated, to endanger oneself in order to save a Jewish life. R. Feinstein
understands that, for organ donation after death, there is an even stronger mitzva (although not a full obligation) to do
so!
• For post-mortem organ donation, on whom is this mitzva incumbent? It is conceptually difficult to say that the deceased has any
mitzvot after death, although the mitzva may at least be facilitated during life, by arranging the circumstances for the donation.
• Alternatively, the mitzva may be incumbent on the family members. Would this include permitting an organ donation even against
the wishes of the deceased?8
6. We will not deal with this case in depth in this shiur but will be’H examine it in more depth in a future shiur.
7. Note that the are variant texts of this Gemara in which the word ‘meYisrael’ is omitted, so extending this principle to all human life. Although this is not a halachic source, it does
impact on the hashkafic framework.
8. R. Ya’akov Etlinger (shu’t Binyan Tzion 170-171) rules that, since the laws governing kavod hamet are designed to protect the honor of the deceased who no longer has the
obligation of pikuach nefesh, even pikuach nefesh cannot justify nivul hamet unless the deceased has consented in advance. Note however Nishmat Avraham YD 349, p. 264, who
quotes R. Shlomo Zalman Auerbach to the effect that we do not follow this ruling of the Binyan Tzion.
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F] HALACHIC ISSUES OTHER THAN ‘TIME OF DEATH’
F1] BURIAL
`Ed½ d© mFÍA© ÆEP¸¤
xA§ w§ Y¦ xFa³ ẅÎi«M¦ ur¥À d̈Îlr© Fz¨
¹ la¦
§ p oi¸l¦ z̈Î`«Ÿl bk :u«r¥ Îlr© FzŸ ` z̈i¬l¦ z̈e§ z®n̈Ede§ z¤en̈ÎhR© W§ n¦ `h²¥
§ g Wi`À¦ a§ d´¤id«§ i¦ Îik¦ e§ ak
.d«¨lg£«©p L l§ o¬¥zŸp LiwŸl`
¡ ‡d ÆxW£̀
¤ L½ z´n̈
§ c§ `Îz
© ¤̀ Æ`O¥ h© z§ `³Ÿle§ iE®lŸ miwŸl`
¡ z¬©ll§ wÎi«
¦ M¦

4.

bk-ak:`k mixac

The Torah includes a mitzva to bury before night a capital criminal who was executed and subsequently hung9 on a tree.
Chazal learn from here a prohibitions both of burial and also of nivul hamet - treating the body disrespectfully.

eceakl `l` eziaa znd oke urd lr aelvd oili `ly
ef - urd lr ezlap oilz `l ,o`k ixtq oeyle .uÀ¥rd̈Îlr© Ÿezl̈
¹ a§ p¦ oi¸l¦ z̈Î`Ÿl (bk :`k mixac) xn`py ,urd lr oiliy ielzd aefrp `ly
..... [f"lwz] df xcqay 'b dyr zevna aezk devnd oipr lk .dyrz `l zevn

5.

elwz devn `vz ik zyxt jepigd xtq

There is a negative Torah prohibition not to leave a body unburied overnight, unless this is for the honor of the deceased.

zn lkl oke oic zia it lr bxdpl dxeaw zevn
epxawz xeaw ik - o`k ixtq oeyle .'ebe `E½dd© mŸeÍA©ÆEPÆx¤A§ w§ Y¦ xŸea³ ẅÎi«¦M (bk:`k mixac) xn`py ,`edd meia dlzpy in xeawl (`)
..... .dyr zevn ,`edd meia
,mzbixd meia oxaewl devn oic zia ibexd lk s` `l` cal dlzpa ef devn oi`y dkxal mpexkf exn`y dn devnd ipicn
xary caln ,df dyr lhia eceakl `ly znd z` oilde df lr xaere .....ezen meia l`xyin zn lk xeawl devnd llka mb
.[e"lwz devn] myd zxfra df xcqa aezkpy enk e`l lr

6.

flwz devn `vz ik zyxt jepigd xtq

There is also a positive Torah mitzva to bury a Jewish body as soon as possible, preferably before the night is over.10

ÆEPÆx¤A§ w§ Y¦ xŸea³ ẅÎi«¦M xn`py melk dyr `l epnn xiiy m`y okin- ÆEPÆx¤A§ w§ Y¦ .ezvwn `le elek -ÆEPÆx¤A§ w§ Y¦

7.

` dkld f wxt xifp zkqn (`plie) inlyexi cenlz

Chazal learn in the Yerushalmi that the mitzva to bury includes ALL parts of the deceased at the time of death11. Failure
to bury even a part of the deceased will be a breach of the mitzva of kevura.

F2] NIVUL HAMET - DISGRACING THE DEAD
ielzc `inec - urd lr ezlap oilz `l `pngx xn` ik .... .eilr xaer epi` - oikixkze oex` el `iadl ,eceakl epild :rny `z
.`l ,oeifa dia zilc oeik ,`kd la` .oeifa dia zi`c

8.

.fn oixcdpq

The Gemara learns from the mitzva of burying the body that there is a prohibition of desecrating or disgracing the dead.

.ded awp siiq mewna `ny yegipe ,dileepip i`dc dnyp ceai` meyn `niz ike !leepin `w `d ,dil opiwcac `niz ike

9.
:`i oileg

This Gemara is discussing a murder trial. The suggestion is to perform an autopsy on the victim to establish if the victim
had a prior fatal disease (independent of the murder wound) which would prevent the execution of the murderer12. In the
end the Gemara concludes that such an autopsy may be pointless and therefore cannot be done, but it is clear that nivul
hamet would be set aside for a actual pikuach nefesh.
9. For English grammar aficionados, ‘hanged’ is the correct participle only where death is caused by hanging, which is not the case in halacha.
10. This is an example of where the Torah learns a mitzva as a kal vechomer from an in extremis situation. Even the lowest criminal deserves burial, all the more so a regular person.
Other examples are the mitzva to treat a Jewish wife properly - learnt from a situation where a man marries an Ama Ivria; even the lowest status marriage requires full attention and
appreciation. A third example is the mitzva of tzniut which is learnt from the Torah mitzva to maintain dignity in the battlefield bathroom. It applies all the more so in regular life.
11. The halachic obligation is to bury all parts of the body which were present at the time of death. (As many will know, the Israeli organization Zaka - Zihui Korbanot Ason - is dedicated
to finding all traces of the bodies of those who die in tragic circumstances.) There is however no requirement to keep parts of the body for later burial if they were removed during life
- such as teeth, hair or nails. As to the halachic issues concerning burial of amputated limbs, see https://www.torahmusings.com/2018/12/amputated-limbs/. Although there is
no halachic obligation according to most poskim to bury limbs or organs which were removed from a living person there are many minhagim relating to such matters, even the burial
of the placenta after a birth. It is said that R. Yechezkel Landau appeared to his son in a dream after his death and asked him to bury his tooth which he told his son could be found
on a certain shelf. And so it was. There is a similar story about the Rambam who appeared to someone in a dream after his death and asked him to bury his toe that had been
amputated some time earlier, and told him where it could be found. His wish was apparently fulfilled and the toe was placed in his grave in Tiberias (see Yabia Omer 9:35).
12. Murder of a victim with a pre-existing fatal condition - a treifa - is still considered to be halachic murder, but the murderer is not liable for capital punishment.
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o`ke `ed dlvd i`ce myc z"ke .bexdd leepl xzen did gvexd livdlc ixd ..... (:`i) oilegc `ibeqn di`x ezlrn ceak `iad cer
oixeqi` lk dgec ytp gewit wtq mbc cere .dtixh `vni `ny `ed wtq k'b my ,jk i'r zxg` mrt mi`texd e`txiy `ed wtq
dn lke gvxpd ly eceakl `ed df leeip k'` bxdpd zwica ila gvexd bxdi `l mlerly opixn` i`c cere ..... .zlzn ueg dxezay
df m` `ld dnz ip` la` .ytp zlvde gewit df mixew mz`y mkixac itl izazk dl` lk z` .leeip meyn ea oi` eceakl `edy
zeytp zpkq wtq yia f'k mpn`e .... dxengd zay dgec wtq elit`y ... letltd lk mkl dnl k'` zeytp zlvd wtq elit` `xwi
... lb zlitp e` dleg oebk ,epiptl

10.

ix oniq c"ei - `pipz dxecdn dcedia rcep z"ey

The Nodeh Beyehudah (R. Yechezkel Landau 1713 - 1793) makes it clear that we would set aside the issur of nivul hamet
for pikuach nefesh - indeed such a purpose would not be a desecration of the body, but an honor for it! However, it must
be for a real case of pikuach nefesh lefaneinu - before us. That would exclude using a body for medical research (even
though that may save lives in the future). Would this also exclude harvesting an organ for a transplant operation that has
only a very slight chance of success? Does the modern ability to transport organs around the world to any recipient
effectively make all cases of organ donation ‘pikuach nefesh lefaneinu’?

F3] BENEFITING FROM THE DEAD
:`kd aizk .dtexr dlbrn 'my' 'my' `iz` ?olpn diteb zne .d`pda xeq` inp gaf s` ,d`pda xeq` zn dn
inp o`k s` ,d`pda xeq` oldl dn .lg«© P̈A© dl̈b§r¤d̈Îz ¤̀ m¬ẄÎEtx«§r̈e§ (c :`k mixac) :mzd aizke ,[mẄ« x¥aT̈Y¦ e]© m½¨ix§n¦ ÆmẄ zn̈³Ÿe©
.miycwk da aizk dxtk :i`pi iax iac ixn` ?olpn mzde .d`pda xeq`
(`:k xacna)

11.

:hk dxf dcear

Chazal learn that it is prohibited to derive benefit from the dead. This is derived13 from a gezeira shava analogy between
the death of Miriam and the Egla Arufa - the heifer whose neck is broken.

dn dtexr dlbrn my my opitlie mixn my xawze aizkc - j"y) .d`pda mixeq` eikixkz ,l`xyi oia miakek caer oia ,zn
(d`pda mixeq` eikixkz lke zn s` d`pda dxeq` dtexh dlbr

12.

my jye ` sirq hny oniq drc dxei jexr ogley

There is a prohibition of deriving benefit from a dead body, whether Jewish or non-Jewish.
• Again, the definition of ‘benefit’ will be complex. As with the prohibition of nivul hamet , in the event of direct pikuach nefesh, this
halachic concern will be removed.

F4] ATONEMENT THROUGH BURIAL
.`xab `eddl dexawilc `pira `l :xn`c ?dpin `wtp i`nl ?`ed dxtk meyn e` ,`ed `peifa meyn dxeaw :edl `irai`
`pira `l xn` `d ,`ed dxtk meyn zxn` i`e .(eiaexwl `ed oeifac - i"yx) .dipink lk `l ,`ed `peifa meyn zxn` i`
.dxtk

13.

:en oixcdpq

Chazal are clear that an important element of burial is not only the honor for the deceased (and their family) but also
atonement for the soul of the deceased.

.... `zxet `xawc `xrv efg ikn - `ied `w izni`n dxtk

14.

:fn oixcdpq

Chazal understood that the atonement after death only starts after the initial ‘pain’ of burial.

F5] TAKING ORGANS WITHOUT CONSENT (FROM WHOM?)
mlyl zrc lr `l` epgwi `ly jixv ,eytp livdl ick exiag z` lefbl jixve zen zpkqa `ed elit`

15.

c sirq hpy oniq htyn oyeg jexr ogley

The Shulchan Aruch rules that stealing, even to save life, is only permitted on the understanding that one will pay back
the theft. Thus many poskim rule that taking organs without the permission of the donor is prohibited, even to save life.
The donor can however give permission during their life14.
13. There is a discussion in the poskim as to whether this prohibition is min haTorah or miderabbanan.
14. See Shu’t Binyan Tzion 170.
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com
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F6] TECHIYAT HAMETIM
• Many people think that organ donation is problematic in that it may prevent the resurrection of that person. In fact, this is NOT a
halachic issue15. Techiyat Hametim apparently does not require organs to be intact at that time; if so, no one would qualify! Either it is
a supernatural phenomenon, or a natural one that can be effected without the preservation of the body16.

G] TIME OF DEATH IN HALACHA
Time of death in Jewish thought is absolutely clear - it is the moment of separation of the body and the neshama. The problem in
halacha is defining that moment.
In secular terms, time of death is not a medical definition, but rather a legal and ethical one. The body goes through various processes
of gradual death and decay - somatic death, brain death, molecular death. The law must decide at what point the doctor has no further
obligation to try to revive the patient and thus the patient can be pronounced dead in law, with all the consequences of that decision
(e.g. inheritance, murder). There are a number of theoretical possibilities for a legal definition of death:(i) brain-stem death - cessation of spontaneous respiration.
(ii) cessation of heart beat.
(iii) full body death - approximately 3 days after breathing stops. This is far later than most legal definitions of death.
(iv) death of the cerebral cortex - loss of consciousness but independent breathing and pulse. Almost all legal systems define such a
patient as alive, but in a coma or PVS (persistent vegetative state)
(v) ‘clinical death’ - which is temporary and reversible.
The main halachic debate is between (i) and (ii).
There are 3 major life-support systems in the body (i) Brain (ii) Respiratory - breathing (iii) Cardiac/Circulatory - heart. Before modern
times, only breathing and heartbeat were detectable and thus defined death in common law. From the late ‘60s to the present, the
definition of death has moved to include reference to brain activity, which can now be scanned. The halachic question is whether death
is defined by reference to brain-death/cessation of spontaneous respiration whilst cardiac activity still continues.

G1] THE GOSES
eze` oigicn oi`e ,eze` oikq oi`e ,eiigl oixyew oi` .(ezzin axwnd xac zeyrl xeq`e - j"y) eixac lkl igk `ed ixd qqebd
zeniy znl mexbl xeq` oke .... :dbd .... .minc jtey f"d ,ytpd z`ivi mr unrnd lke .eytp `vzy cr eipir oivnrn oi`e ....
yi m` la` ......enewnn epfifi `l oke ... eizgzn zqkde xkd hnydl xeq` ,cxtdl lkei `le jex` onf qqeb `edy in oebk ,dxdn
xzen ,ytpd z`ivi miakrn el`e .... mivr aheg oebk wtec lew zia eze`l jenq yiy oebk ,ytpd z`ivi aekr mxeby xac my
.rpend xiqny `l` ,llk dyrn dfa oi`c ,myn exiqdl

16.

` sirq hly oniq qqebe zenl dhepe d`etxe mileg xewia zekld drc dxei jexr ogley

A person who is in the final stages - even the final moments - of life is considered in halacha to be fully alive. Any active
step which may shorten that life is considered to be murder. However, the Rema rules that there is no requirement to
prolong the life of a goses and it is therefore permitted to remove an external stimulus preventing the onset of death.
• End of life issues are often halachically complex. While active intervention to shorten life is always prohibited, non-intervention - ie a
decision not to medically intervene to prolong life - may be permitted. Whether removal of existing life support is halachically
considered a prohibited act which shortens life or a permitted act of non-intervention, is sometimes a matter of halachic dispute.

G2] WHAT IS ‘BRAIN DEATH’?
There are different states of brain inactivity. Some of the current secular recommended legal definitions of death are:
“Irreversible cessation of circulatory or respiratory function OR irreversible cessation of all function of the entire brain including the
brain-stem” ; or “Irreversible loss of the capacity for consciousness, combined with irreversible loss of the capacity to breath”.
15. See however shu’t Tzitz Eliezer 13:91. R. Waldenburg quotes from the Chatam Sofer (YD 336) who understands that someone who willfully harms part of their body, in life or after
death, will not have use of that limb after techiyat hametim. It is not clear if the Chatam Sofer would say this even if the person did so in order to fulfil a mitzva.
16. R. Aryeh Kaplan suggests that techiyat hametim may be effected by cloning, using residual DNA or even the genetic sequencing as revealed by Eliyahu HaNavi! See
http://rabbimanning.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Mashiach-3-Techiyat-Hametim.pdf
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In either case, brain-stem death would satisfy these criteria. This will mean than a patient can be declared dead, even though they still
have independent cardiac activity. This brings the moment of legal death much earlier than it was previously. Some have suggested
that the following issues have given an impetus to this move:(i) organs can be successfully harvested from a brain dead patient only where they remain fully oxygenated. It is far more difficult to
harvest them from a patient who has unquestionably ceased to have any cardiac activity.
(ii) triage and economic pressures on hospitals beds dictate against keeping alive, at enormous expense, people who are brain dead,
when the resources could be used to save other patients.
(iii) many people see the switching-off of a brain dead patient as an act of mercy, not murder, and are motivated by genuine kindness in
seeking to help the family avoid further trauma17.
The brain-stem is responsible for basic reflex actions such as pupil and gag reflex and spontaneous respiration. The upper brain is
responsible for higher consciousness. Loss of activity in the upper brain alone is NOT regarded as death, but rather a deep
coma/PVS18. Once the brain-stem is deprived of oxygen for around 4 minutes, its death is irreversible and the body can no longer
breath on its own. Brain-stem death usually comes about as a result of extra-cranial damage or intra-cranial swelling which can
prevent blood reaching the brain once the cranial pressure exceeds blood pressure. Whilst brain-stem death must result in the
irreversible failure of spontaneous respiration, it does not cause the heart to stop as long as the heart is receiving oxygen through a
respirator. Cardiac activity can continue for days after brain-stem death. However, according to some studies, even after brain-stem
death there may still be activity in other areas of the brain.

• Is a patient who is brain-dead considered halachically to be (i) a goses; (ii) a met or (iii) a safek goses/met. Only in case (ii) will it be
permitted to remove organs.

G3] THE SUGYA IN YOMA
.Ez«n¥ däx«¨g̈A¤ x¬¤W£̀ lŸ²Mn¦ eiRÀ̈ `© A§ mi¹I¦ g© gEx̧Îz
©
n© W¦
§ p ÁxW£̀
¤ lŸ¿M

17.

ak:f ziy`xa

The people killed in the Flood are described as ‘all those who had the soul-breath of life in their nostrils’. Does this
mean that life is to be defined by breathing/respiration?

dlrnn la` ,dlrnl dhnn zwelgn :`tt ax xn` ... .eal cr :mixne` yie ,enheg cr ?wcea `ed okid cr :opax epz
.eiÀR̈`© A§ mi¹¦Ig© gEx̧Îz
©
n© W§ p¦ ÁxW£̀
¤ lŸM¿ aizkc ,jixv epi` aey - enheg cr dil wcac oeik ,dhnl

18.
.dt `nei

The Mishna discusses the case of a collapsed building on Shabbat. One is allowed (and indeed required) to break
Shabbat to clear away the rubble in the hope of finding survivors. When a body is found, the Gemara asks how much of
the body we are permitted to clear (and in so doing break Shabbat)? There are two opinions:- (i) up to the nose i.e. to
see if there is breathing; and (ii) up to the heart i.e. to see if there is a heartbeat. The Gemara concludes that the
machloket is only if the body is uncovered from the legs up. Do we stop at the heart if there is no heartbeat and conclude
that the person is dead, or do we go further, even if we find no heart beat, and check for breathing?
17. Haktav Vehakaballa on Bereishit 9:5 specifically learns from the verse that this is also prohibited.
18. See www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-20268044 for a case recorded in Nov 2012 of a PVS patient previously thought to be ‘unconscious’ but found to be able to communicate through
brain scans.
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cr xn` dpxege enheg cr xn` cg - oixen` oixz ?oki` cr .myly l`xyi liaya eilr oigwtn ,zletn ea dltpe ....
.exeaih

19.

d"d/ a xeh dn sc g wxt `nei zkqn inlyexi cenlz

This debate is also brought in the Talmud Yerushalmi but with one major difference. There, the two opinions are (i) up to
the nose (to detect breathing) and (ii) up to the navel (perhaps meaning to detect breathing through the rising of the
diaphragm). If so, no mention is made of heartbeat at all!

(.enheg cr xn` xne exeah cr xn` xnc ,i`pz jpdc zwelgn - o"x) enheg cr `'ie exeah cr ?wcea `ed okid cr opax epz

20.

.d sc `nei s"ix

The wording quoted in the Rif and the Ran is that of the Yerushalmi! This is also the wording quoted in the Rosh.

21.

[The heart is the] root of all faculties and gives the faculties of nutrition, life, apprehension, and movement to several other
members. ..... [It is the] movement in the heart and arteries which takes the form of alternate expansion and contraction,
whereby the breath becomes subjected to the influence of the air inspired.
Avicenna (11C) - Canon of Medicine

It should be noted that, until the 17th Century, medical opinion was that the heart was actually an organ for breathing!
Only later was it understood as a separate circulatory system. This could indicate that there is no clear Talmudic basis
for a definition of death other than respiration.

i`ce f` ,zeig enhega eyibxd `l m` ;enheg cr miwceae oigwtn ,dry itl `l` zeigl leki epi`y ,uvexn ede`vn 'it`
dlgz eilbxa erbt `py `l dlgz ey`xa erbt `py `l zn

22.

c sirq hky oniq miig gxe` jexr ogley

Shulchan Aruch rules according to the first opinion - we check the nostrils for breathing even if there is no heartbeat.
On the basis of the above analysis, some authorities (such as R. Moshe Tendler) have concluded that heart activity is not halachically
relevant to define time of death.

xkipe ,eala xkip zeig oi`c oipnifc - enheg cr :xn` xne .my zwtec eznypy ,zeig ea yi m` oigadl yi eala :xn` xnc ...
.enhega

23.

:opiqxb ikd d‡c .dt `nei i"yx

However, others (such as Rabbi J. David Bleich) point out that Rashi’s position seems otherwise. Rashi explains that the
opinion favoring breathing as the evidence of life does not consider heartbeat to be irrelevant. Rather, heartbeat is
sometimes difficult to detect through the chest, especially if faint, and, as such, is unreliable. However, in situations
when we can ascertain cardiac activity, this is also evidence of life.19

?zn`d zrcl gwtn `ed okid cr ,eixai` fifn epi`y znl dnec m` - wcea `ed okid cr

24.

.dt `nei i"yx

Furthermore, Rashi makes it clear that the tests applied in Yoma 85a are only when there is no other sign of life. Are we
to apply the criterion of breathing alone when we know that there is a clear heartbeat?

.dniypd `id ekxevle epnny ,ala zeig yiyk `l` dniyp oi`y ce`n xexa xace ...

25.

fr oniq iav mkg z"ey

The Chacham Tzvi (1660 - 1718) makes it clear that breathing and cardiac activity are part of the same test.

`ki` mi`ex ep`y miig gexd `l` ,mhega `kil i`ce dfy ,miigd gex mvr lr `l eit`a miig gex znypc `xwd zpeeke
aey `kile ....xeaha xkip `le ald zwitca mb xkip `ly xg` mbe .drepzd ixa` milecbd mixa`a d`xp `ly s` eit`a
.mikeap dxen xtqa m"anxdne mixa`d lkl gkde zeigd ozep `ed aldy v"kgd `iany xdefdn dxizq mey

26.

e'nw 'iq a'g c'ei dyn zexb`

In this source, R. Moshe Feinstein was not prepared to interpret the emphasis of the Gemara in Yoma upon breathing as
watertight proof that life is defined by respiration, but, like Rashi, just that breathing is often the most identifiable test in
such circumstances (but see below for other statements by R. Feinstein).
19. See Shu’t Chacham Tzvi no. 77.
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Thus the sugya in Yoma is NOT conclusive in either direction. It does not directly address the modern-day scenario of heartbeat without
respiration. According to Rashi’s understanding it is cannot easily be used as a support for brain-stem death as the relevant criterion.
According to the Rif and Rosh there is potentially more support from this sugya for brain-stem death as halachic death.

.zn `edy dyecwd epizxez ixac `l` epl oi` ,dniypd lha k"g` m`e dwitc mey ea oi`e mnec oa`k lheny xg`y lk la`

27.

gly oniq (c"ei) a wlg xteq mzg z"ey

The Chatam Sofer (R. Moshe Sofer - 1762 - 1839) clearly states that failure of respiration is only relevant as a sign of
death after it has been established that there is no heartbeat. He gives a three stage test: (i) cessation of movement; (ii)
cessation of heartbeat; (iii) cessation of breathing.
Professor Rabbi Abraham Steinberg20 takes the view that, in fact, the relevance of heartbeat, according to the Chatam Sofer, is NOT as
an independent test but rather as a way of establishing that cessation of respiration is IRREVERSIBLE.
In the case of decapitation (see below) this is obvious. In a standard death it may not be, thus the need to wait for the heartbeat to
stop. In the case of brain-stem death medical opinion is firmly that cessation of respiration IS irreversible. As such, according to Rabbi
Steinberg (and other opinions - see below), this should be the halachic definition of death, irrespective of continuing heartbeat.

G4] THE MISHNA IN OHALOT
it lr s` mdiy`x efzed .mytp `vzy cr oi`nhn opi` dige dnda oke ... qqeb 'it`e ... eytp `vzy cr `nhn epi` mc`
zqkxtn `idy d`hl ly apf oebk oi`nh miqkxtny

28.

e dpyn ` wxt zeld` zkqn dpyn

The Mishna states that decapitation is clear evidence of death. Even if the body is twitching, such movement is not
evidence of life, but merely involuntary movement caused by spinal cord activity.

xya aex `la zwxtn ilrc dyrn eze` :z"`e ;ld`a `nhn - dnr xya aexe zwxtn dxayp :l`eny xn` dcedi ax xn`
x³¥aẌY¦ e© xr©XÀ© d© c´©i cr´©A§ zi¹P¦x¸Ÿg£̀
© `Q¥ M¦ dÎl
©Â r«¥
©n lŸR´ I¦e© miÀ¦dŸl¡
`d̈ oŸex£̀Îz
´
¤̀ Ÿexi´ M¦ f§d©M§ iºd¦ i§e© (gi :c '` l`eny) :aizkc ,ip`y dpwf !i`ed
.'ebe c®¥ak̈e§ Wi¦`d̈ ow¨
¬¥fÎi«¦M zŸ n¨
½ Ie©ÆŸeYw§ x©t§ n©

29.

.`k oileg

The Gemara rules that if a person c.v. breaks their neck and most of the flesh around it, they are considered to be dead,
irrespective of other bodily movement.

rcil micibd i"r sebda zigelgl efi` zwixf i"r xxal oileki milecb mi`texy oeiqp `ki` dzry xne` dz`y oeike
xaky mbe sebdl zekiiy mey aey gendl oi`y xexa `ed gendl df `ai `l m`y .sebd lk mr gendl yiy xywd wqtpy
zxiwc i"r `l s` melka xak yibxn epi`y s`y el`a xingdl epl yi k"`y .gka y`xd fzedk iede ixnbl gend awxp
sebd mr gendl xyw yiy e`xi m`y .ef dwica eyriy cr zn `edy ehilgi `ly ,dpeknd `la llk myep epi`y s`e hgn
epi`y df i"r ehilgi sebd mr gendl xyw oi`y dwicad i"r e`xiyk wxe .lecb onf s` eita dpeknd epzi myep epi`y s`
.znl myep

30.

alw oniq b wlg drc dxei dyn zexb` z"ey

R. Moshe Feinstein rules that if expert medical investigation shows NO physiological connection between the brain and
the body AND the patient is no longer able to breath without ventilation, they are considered to be halachically dead.

dzin aygp gend zzin mi`texd mipkny dn m` .`
,icici lv` eycgzpy zexiwgde zewitqdn dnka zekix`a iz` xaic ,`"hily xrlcprh ikcxn x"xden b"dxd ickp dpd
.dzin zxcbdk "gend zzin" mlv` dpekny dn z` lawl ,wx`i `epa zeiy`xd ze`kxrd ly wqtd zrxkd zngn
zeend zxcbd z` wx elaiw ze`kxrd ,`"hily xrlcprh cec dyn x"xden oe`bd axd ipzgn izrnyy itk ,dyrnl
zhlgend dwqtdd zriawl mi`pzd) "`ixihixw cxrax`d" mi`texd dl mi`xewy dxcbd ,`picl zwcev mb `idy
,dlegd ly l"x "ey`x jzgp"k ynn aygpy (cxrax`da elawzdy ,gend zzin z`xwpy ,gend zlert ly ziteqde
.l"x lkrzn ynn xak gend cxrax`d i`pz miniiwzn xy`ky
izx`iacke ,znk aygp zi`nvr dniyp gk dlegdl oi`y onf lk n"n ,mini dnkl segcl leki oiicr aldy s` dpde
.a"lw oniq b"g c"ei dyn zexb`a izaeyza

31.

cp oniq c wlg drc dxei dyn zexb` z"ey
20. Israel Prize laureate, Chairman of the Ethics and Supervision Committee of the Israeli Association for Pediatric Neurology, head of the Medical Ethics Unit at Sha’arei Zedek.
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Here, R. Feinstein rules that the halachic definition of death is dependant on independent respiration, which in turn
depends on the functioning of the brain stem. He references the ‘Harvard Criteria’ which were issue in 1968 to define
brain-stem death21.

32.

Based on the position of Rav Moshe Feinstein cited above, Rabbi M. Tendler ..... has introduced the concept of physiologic
decapitation as an acceptable definition of death in Judaism even if cardiac function has not ceased. The thesis is: that
absent heartbeat or pulse was not considered a significant factor in ascertaining death in any early religious source.
Furthermore, the scientific fact that cellular death does not occur at the same time as the death of the human being is well
recognized in the earliest biblical sources. The twitching of a lizard‘s amputated tail or the death throes of a decapitated man
were never considered residual life but simply manifestations of cellular life that continued after death of the entire organism
has occurred. In the situation of the decapitated state, death can be defined or determined by the decapitated state itself as
recognized in the Talmud and the Code of Laws. Complete destruction of the brain, which includes loss of all integrative,
regulatory, and other functions of the brain, can be considered physiological decapitation and thus a determinant per se of
death of the person.
Dr Fred Rosner, Journal of Halacha and Contemporary Society, No. XVII, Spring 1989, pages 14-31.

H] IS BRAIN DEATH ACCEPTABLE AS THE HALACHIC DEFINITION OF DEATH?
This is a dispute between contemporary poskim. In each case one will need to understand how the poskim learn the relevant sugyot
(some, but not all, of which are mentioned above) in coming to their conclusions.
The main arguments for and against are:FOR:

1. Halacha defines death as cessation of respiration. This is equivalent to brain-stem death.
2. Halacha defines decapitation as definite death. Brain-stem death is equivalent to decapitation.
3. Some poskim, particularly R. Moshe Feinstein, as quoted and understood by certain commentators, appear to
support brain-stem death as a definition.
• The positions of R’ Shlomo Zalman Auerbach and R’ Moshe Feinstein22 are often quoted as being supportive of
brain-stem death as a definition of halachic death. In fact, their halachic stance is much more complex than is often
presented and there are oral accounts23 which differ from the written records. In the case of R. Feinstein there is also
a controversial letter published after his death which seems to support brian death, in contrast to his previous
position. A great deal of ink has been split as to the authenticity and reliability of this letter!
4. The Israeli Rabbanut certainly supports the definition. Many senior poskim in the Religious Zionist world and
beyond have endorsed brain-stem death as the relevant criterion. This include R. Shaul Yisraeli, R. Mordechai
Eliyahu, R. Zalman Nechemia Goldberg, R. Avraham Shapira, R. Dr Abraham Steinberg.
See the Halachic Organ Donor Society (HODS)24 website for much more information on the arguments for and a list of
those Rabbis who are in favour.

AGAINST:

1. Halacha requires cessation of cardiac activity. Many brain dead patients still have independent cardiac activity.
2. Anatomical decapitation is not the same as physiological decapitation - by analogy, an animal with a missing
organ may be a treifa, whereas with a nonfunctional organ it is not.
3. Many senior poskim of the last generation in Israel opposed brain-stem death as halachically definitive. These
included R. Eliezer Waldenburg, R. Yitzchak Weiss, R. Yosef Shalom Eliyashiv and R. Shmuel Wosner. Many poskim
of the Centrist Orthodox community - including R. Mordechai Willig, R. J. David Bleich, R. Herschel Schachter and R.
Aharon Lichtenstein oppose it (either as definite murder, or at least a serious doubt). R. Moshe Feinstein himself is
not clearly in favor. In fact he makes other statements indicating that removing organs is murder. (The pro-camp
suggest he was taking about PVS not brain-stem death).

21. https://hods.org/English/h-issues/documents/ADefinitionofIrreversibleComa-JAMA1968.pdf
22. A detailed analysis of R. Feinstein’s and R. Auerbach’s approaches, together with those of many other senior poskim, can be found at
http://www.rabbis.org/pdfs/Halachi_%20Issues_the_Determination.pdf
23. R. Shlomo Zalman Auerbach is reported as requiring brain death AND also cessation of heartbeat. He is only prepared to accept halachic death once the body is entirely devoid of
motion and activity.
24. https://hods.org/ . However note that HODS is clearly driven by an agenda (positively motivated!) to increase organ donation and its presentation of the sources does reflect that,
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4. Some poskim regard a patient being artificially respirated as halachically ‘breathing’.
Other major concerns of those ‘against’ include:5. How reliable are the tests to establish brain-stem death.
6. How trustworthy are the hospitals (in Israel or chu’l) to abide by the guidelines in the face of pressure to supply
organs?
The RCA has a 110 page analysis25 of the medical and halachic issues. Its overall approach is against brain-stem death.

I] POST-MORTEM ORGAN TRANSPLANTS
Organ transplantation following full and natural cessation of cardiac function is certainly permitted and recommended. Currently this
is rarely technically possible (other than for corneas and kidneys) but the technology is developing fast. Note that this is NOT the same
as ‘DCD’ - Donation After Cardiac Death, which is much more problematic as the heart is made to stop (in situations where it could be
restarted) and then organs are removed. A patient who is ‘clinically dead’ but could be revived is NOT halachically dead (ie CPR is not
considered ‘techiat hametim26’!)

J] IS IT PERMITTED TO ACCEPT ORGANS BUT NOT DONATE?
Yes, for a number of reasons:1. Even if the removal of an organ was definitely murder, the recipient will not be guilty of murder or even causing murder27.
2. In any event, there are many authorities who rule that it is permitted to define brain-stem death as halachic death - it is surely
permissible to rely on them in a situation of pikuach nefesh.
BUT the fact that Jews accept organs but do not donate may result in a situation whereby Jewish people are treated with lower priority
in organ transplants. Israel was expelled from the European Union Organ Donor Network because, year after year, they accepted organs
but did not donate organs. If this is the case, refusal by Jews to donate may result in other Jews dying due to lack of available, or
allocated, organs. Compare chilul Shabbat which is permitted in some cases because of ‘eiva’ - the possibility of antagonizing28 the
non-Jews so much that Jews will eventually suffer.

K] ORGAN DONATION TO NON-JEWS
• The obligation of L®¤
rx¥ m´©
CÎlr© cŸn £rz© `¬Ÿl apparently applies to ‘re’echa’ - fellow Jews to whom one owes a higher level of commitment
since they are family.29
• The prohibitions of nivul hamet, non-burial and other halachic concerns (see above) are overridden by considerations of pikuach
nefesh. In strict terms this will apply only to the rescue of a Jew.
• However, R. Moshe Tendler asserted that one is obligated to donate organs to save lives even if the probable recipient will be a
non-Jew, since all mankind is created in the image of God30.
25. http://www.rabbis.org/pdfs/Halachi_%20Issues_the_Determination.pdf
26. If it were, this would have seriously implications for the revived patient, who would find that all their belongings may have passed in the meantime to their inheritors!
27. R. Yitzchak Breitowitz, in his article on organ donation (see below), writes “there is no causal link between putting one’s name on an organ list and a donor’s death. Given the
realities that the demand for organs outstrips the supply, and even if a given individual takes his name off the list, the organ will be removed anyway, a decision to participate does
not cause or facilitate a death that would otherwise not occur. If the death will occur with or without a given recipient’s participation, there is no exclusionary principle that would
prohibit benefiting from the transgression after the fact.”
28. Some poskim are concerned that where Jews are known to NOT donate organs, this may (even subliminally) impact on the decision making process by non-Jewish doctors
concerning who should receive organs for life-saving treatment.
29. The halachic position on saving non-Jews is very similar to the secular legal position in most jurisdictions - that it is a meritorious act, but not an obligation, to save the life of others.
Since Jews are required to consider all other Jews as family, the level of responsibility is increased to an obligation to intervene to save life; way beyond the normal requirements of
civil law. In some civil jurisdictions there is a limited obligation to intervene and assist where possible. ‘Good Samaritan’ laws sometimes impose such a responsibility and usually
indemnify the rescuer against any liability for harm unintentionally cause during the course of the rescue.
30. As to how this works halachically in the context of the laws of pikuach nefesh, R. Yitzchak Breitowitz makes a number of suggestions in an article in Jewish Action 2003. He
comments that, in his view, none of these are conclusive: (i) If Jews do not give to non-Jews, there is a possibility that non-Jews will not give to Jews and future Jewish lives will
thereby be endangered. (ii) There is a possibility that the recipient will be Jewish and, even if that possibility is unlikely, the laws of pikuach nefesh are not limited by the principles of
rov (assuming majority status). See, e.g. Shulchan Aruch OH 329:2. (iii) Removal of internal organs may not constitute nivul hamet on a Torah level because, at least in some cases,
the external appearance of the body remains intact. (iv) From the perspective of the donor and his family, the actual desecration of the corpse is being done by the transplant
surgeon and his team. The donor has no way of knowing who the transplant surgeon is and under Jewish law, could presume that he will be non-Jewish, at least in the United States.
A non-Jew does not have a prohibition of nivul hamet even towards a Jewish corpse. Accordingly, the only sin the family is committing is authorizing desecration, which may be a
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L] LIVE DONATION
Live donation of organs is certainly permitted and is an enormous mitzva, provided that there is not an excessive31 level of health risk to
the donor. Where there is some level of of danger (eg kidneys) there may be a mitzva, but no obligation. If the level of danger is very
small (eg bone marrow and blood) there may be a full obligation to donate.

M] A DIMINISHING PROBLEM?
• It is hoped that the current chronic shortage of organs available for donation will in the future be met by limitless non-human

supplies! In particular, by the 2030s it is hoped that these will include:
- Xenotransplantation - use of animal organs, in particular pig or baboon organs.
- 3D printing of organs32
• As long as these procedures are likely to be medically successful, they present no halachic problems.

33.

Transplant-ready pigs could do far more than just provide organs. Eventually, they could be used to produce the islet cells –
clusters of hormone-producing pancreatic cells – needed by people with diabetes. Pig blood could be used to give
transfusions to trauma patients and people with chronic diseases like sickle cell anemia, who often develop antibodies
against human blood cells because they have had so many transfusions. Even dopamine-producing cells could be made by
pigs, and transplanted into patients with Parkinson’s disease, says David Cooper, who co-directs the xenotransplantation
programme at UAB [University of Alabama at Birmingham].
Using animal organs in humans: 'It's just a question of when' - Karen Weintraub, The Guardian - 3 Apr 201933

N] THE 2008 ISRAELI LEGISLATION
• Intended to balance the needs of medical ethics and the demands of Jewish law.

• Supported by the Israel Medical Association (IMA) and the Israeli Chief Rabbinate.
• Adopted brain-stem death as the legal and halachic definition of death.
• Lower-brain death and the halt of breathing can be determined only by a pair of doctors who have received authorization from a
steering committee appointed by the ministry director-general. The steering committee will be comprised of three physicians
recommended by the IMA; three rabbis recommended by the Chief Rabbinate, at least one of whom must be a physician as well; an
expert in ethics; an expert in philosophy; and a legal expert recommended by the president of the Supreme Court (one of the last three
must be a doctor, while another must be a member of a recognized religion who is not Jewish).
• Steering committee members are be appointed for a five-year term and be eligible for an additional term. The committee will decide
on ways to train doctors in a short course and approving them for determining the moment of lower-brain death. The training course for
the doctors will include the aspects of medicine, law, halacha and ethics relevant to the subject.
• When an approved doctor sets the moment of death - after which the patient can be disconnected from life support devices and
organs may be removed for transplant - he must inform the family of the patient's lower-brain-death status. The family are entitled to
receive all documentation and to consult with a clergyman before deciding whether to give organs. If accepting lower-brain death is
regarded as forbidden by the patient according to information from the family, the ventilator will not be disconnected until the
patient's heart stops beating.
• Dealing in organ sales is illegal, whether carried out in Israel or abroad.
• It is hoped by the government that this will increase the number of potential organ donors to at least 20%.

rabbinic prohibition (amira l’akum) that can yield for the pikuach nefesh of even a non-Jew. For the full article see
https://jewishaction.com/health/halachah-say-organ-donation/
31. This is not easily or objectively defined.
32. https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20210601-how-transplant-organs-might-be-printed-in-outer-space
33. https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/apr/03/animal-global-organ-shortage-gene-editing-technology-transplant
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